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The product: 
Rescue Dogz App is a digital tool to allow dog lovers who 
want to participate with a local dog rescue to input their 
interests into the app, their location and be matched with 
dog rescues near them who need their skills.

Project overview

Project duration:
November 2021 - May 2022



The problem: 
Dog rescue volunteers have a hard time 
connecting with those new volunteers who want 
to help with specific tasks.

Project overview

The goal: 
Design an app that will help new volunteers 
match their skills and talents with local dog 
rescues looking for help with specific tasks.



My role: 
Lead UX designer, UX researcher for the Rescue 
Dogz App

Project overview

Responsibilities: 
Conducting interviews, paper and digital 
wireframing, low and high-fidelity prototyping, 
conducting usability studies, accounting for 
accessibility, and iterating on designs.



Understanding
the user

● User research

● Personas

● Problem statements

● User journey maps



User research: summary

I conducted interviews and created empathy maps to learn more about the users I’m designing for and 
their needs. My primary user group was individuals who love dogs and have recently relocated to a new 

community.

This user group confirmed initial assumptions about dog rescues. Dog rescue volunteers are there to 
help but dog rescues have difficulty communicating with their potential audience. Research revealed dog 
rescue websites and social media focused on adoptable dogs limiting their search for volunteers, to help 
more dogs. Additionally, volunteers have specific ways they want to help and need a way to share these 

desires with dog rescues.



User research: pain points

Dog Focused

Rescue websites are 
focused on getting dogs 
adopted, and their needs 

and requests for 
volunteers get lost in the 

mix.

Overwhelming

There are so many dog 
rescues and shelters in 

my city, where do I start?

Poor Websites

Dog rescue websites tend 
to be poorly designed 

making it hard to connect 
with the team.

Making Friends

I’m new to an area, I want 
to connect with like-

minded dog rescuers who 
share my passions.
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Persona: Deb

Problem statement:

Deborah is a new to her town 

who needs to become familiar 

with local dog rescues  

because she wants to get 

involved in the community and 

doesn’t know where to start.



User journey map

Image of user 
journey map

Mapping Deb’s user journey 

revealed how helpful it would 

be for users to have access 

to a Dog Rescue Finder app.



● Paper wireframes

● Digital wireframes

● Low-fidelity prototype

● Usability studies

Starting
the design



Paper wireframes 

I draft iterations of each app 

screen on paper to ensure 

the elements that made it to 

digital wireframes would be 

well-suited to address user 

pain points.



Digital wireframes 

As the initial design phase 

continued, I made sure to 

base screen designs on 

feedback and findings from  

the user research.
Volunteers can 
select the 
specific types 
of way to 
volunteer Users can 

communicate 
they want to 
foster a dog as 
well



Digital wireframes 

Proximity of the user to the 

dog rescues is important in 

determining if the dog rescue 

is a good match for the user. 

This is why I dedicate a 

screen to location of dog 

rescues.

Dog rescue list 
based on 
distance to user 
zip code Under the dog 

rescue name 
would confirm 
icons 
representing 
the type of help 
they are looking 
for that matches 
user inputs



Low-fidelity prototype

Screenshot of 
prototype with 
connections or 
prototype GIF

Using the completed set of digital 

wireframes, I created a low-fidelity 

prototype. The primary user flow I 

connected was setting up the user 

account, dog rescue volunteering 

options, identify a rescue you align 

with, so the prototype could be 

used in a usability study. 



Usability study: findings
Write a short introduction to the usability studies you conducted and your findings.

Round 1 findings

Users wanted to select volunteer 
options that were not on the list

1

Users wanted a easy way to view other 
dog rescues from feature page

2

Round 2 findings

Users wanted to train dogs3

Users wanted more rescue details on 
the dog rescue list

1

Users didn’t use the map function2

Users are confused about the text 
option since they didn’t add a phone 
number

3



● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups

Early designs featured a map 

functionality to show users 

the many dog rescue options 

around them. Users 

expressed they needed to 

compare dog rescues rather 

than see a map. The map 

feature was scrapped.

Image of 
selected 

screen before 
usability study

Before usability study After usability study

Image of 
selected 

screen after 
usability study



Mockups

The original mockup 

refrained from using a phone 

number for privacy. However 

we realized dog rescues 

needed user phone numbers 

in order to provide an 

additional method to contact 

them by text.

Before usability study After usability study

Image of 
selected 

screen before 
usability study

Image of 
selected 

screen after 
usability study



Mockups

The second usability study 

revealed frustration with a 

layout that was hard to read 

with a lot happening. Users 

were confused navigationally 

with so much to look at. I 

improved the visual hierarchy 

and added a fixed navigation 

at the bottom of the app.

Image of 
selected 

screen before 
usability study

Before usability study 2 After usability study

Image of 
selected 

screen after 
usability study



Mockups

Additionally, on the dog 

rescue list screen users we 

not encouraged to select a 

specific rescue, a common 

theme was everything felt the 

same to them. I improved the 

experience by making the 

nearest dog rescue more 

prominent and more 

desirable to click on.

Image of 
selected 

screen before 
usability study

Before usability study 2 After usability study

Image of 
selected 

screen after 
usability study



Mockups



High-fidelity 
prototype

The high-fidelity prototype 

presented an improved UI, 

spacing and readability.

Link to high-fidelity 

prototype

Screenshot of 
prototype with 
connections or 
prototype GIF

https://www.figma.com/proto/ZtEtuZuAFs9k26g5DanX1i/Rescue-Dog-Low-Fidelity-Wireframe?node-id=326:1766&starting-point-node-id=326:1766
https://www.figma.com/proto/ZtEtuZuAFs9k26g5DanX1i/Rescue-Dog-Low-Fidelity-Wireframe?node-id=326:1766&starting-point-node-id=326:1766


Accessibility considerations

I used icons designs to 
help make the selectable 

features more visible, 
understandable and 

readable.

I leveraged high contrast 
text and background 

combinations and bright 
colors for the primary 

buttons.

The app includes text and 
phone contact options in 

order to provide the 
hearing impaired with a 

method for communicating 
with dog rescues.
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● Takeaways

● Next stepsGoing forward



Takeaways

Impact: 

The app makes users feel like the dog rescue 

finder is about connectivity between dog 

rescues and potential volunteers.  

One quote from peer feedback: 

“I understand how the app connects my talents 

and volunteer objectives with the needs of dog 

rescue. The dog rescue proximity feature is 

very useful as well”

What I learned:
When I started designing the Dog Rescue Finder 
app I thought it would be a purposeful tool for 
locating nearby rescues, but now it has turned 
into a usable tool for matching the needs of dog 
rescues with willing volunteers.



Next steps

Add screen designs to 
allow dog rescues to 

customize the specific 
needs they have within 

their rescues to help them 
curate the best matched 

volunteers.

Conduct another round of 
usability studies to gauge 

the effectiveness of the dog 
rescue needs 

customization screens.

Seek funding to develop 
the app.
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Let’s connect!

Thank you for your time reviewing my work on the Rescue Dogz - Dog Rescue Finder 
app! If you’d like to see more or get in touch, my contact information is provided 

below. 

Email: alex@alexmorse.com 
Website: designmorse.com/ux 

mailto:alex@alexmorse.com
http://designmorse.com/ux


Thank you!


